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volkswagen — audi obd-ii readiness code charts - volkswagen — audi obd-ii readiness code charts
february 2013 eaz0031b02a rev. e volkswagen beetle 1998-2002 - shield tech security - wiring
information 2002 volkswagen beetle wire color location 12v constant wire red ignition harness starter wire
red/black ignition harness 12v ignition wire black ignition harness 12v accessory wire black/red ignition
harness ... microsoft word - volkswagen beetle 1998-2002c author: user created date: fluid capacity chart vw parts - fluid capacity chart e 2002 volkswagen of america, inc. ... either vw 502 00, vw 500 00 or vw 501
01, acea a3. diesel engines: use api service cf4, api service cg4, vw 505 00, acea b3, or acea b4. do not
overfill! overfilling engine oil can cause misfire dtc’s to be stored in engine volkswagen cabriolet factory
wheels - cabby info - volkswagen cabriolet factory wheels note: all factory wheels have a bolt pattern of
4x100 and a center bore of 57.1mm. locations reflect locales where the wheels came factory-installed. most
alloy wheels were optional upgrades for the base models. avus size weight nickname(s) install years wheel
part # accessory part # 6jx14 et38 16½ lbs. print page - 1.8t common troubleshooting guide - print
page - 1.8t common troubleshooting guide 3 of 6 5/14/06 1:12 pm ignition coils – these are famous parts for
the 1.8t they are very prone to failure. vw has had a recall on these because they were failing rapidly on
2001+ cars. volkswagen/audi vehicle communication software manual - vw/audi vehicles. for general
scan tool functionality, see the manual for your diagnostic tool. figure 3-1 basic volkswagen audi test routine
3.1 identifying the vehicle the scan tool typically identifies a vehicle using certain characters of the vehicle
identification number (vin). volkswagen vin decoder - evaluand - as 9b in vw systems 2005 volkswagen
v.i.n. decoder 5 = 2005 12 3 4 56 78 91011 12131415 16 17 country of origin manufacturer vehicle type series
engine restraint system model (position 7 & 8) check digit model year assembly plant 3vw vh 6 9m4 5m 0 0 8
8 9 8 see back 0-9 or x 2005 sequential serial number (position 12 - 17) series: june 2005 iii. maximize value
- winnebago - iii. maximize value winnebago s past success is not based upon selling the lowest price motor
home, but instead on ... a. volkswagen camper buyers are not looking for a cheap product, but they demand
value. ... 2002 new vehicle limited warranty winnebago industries, inc. eurovan camper the pin or skc in the
vw and audi immobilizer - esat inc - the pin or skc in the vw and audi immobilizer for the sake of simplicity,
we’ll refer this 5 digit code as the pin. the best example is the debit or credit card. a pin (personal
identification number) is assigned by the user or by the banking institution. in this discussion, the pin is
assigned by the manufacturer. volkswagen diagnostic trouble codes dtc table - general - volkswagen
diagnostic trouble codes dtc table - general from model year 1996, vehicles manufactured for the north ... vw
diagnostic trouble codes (dtcs) and data can be retrieved with ... for all volkswagen and audi vehicles available
at the time of publication. not all of the codes apply to the vehicles covered volkswagen new beetle modulemaster - volkswagen new beetle 1998-2002 the new beetle uses either the kelsey hayes mark20 or
mark60. one of the main differences is the mark20 uses two electrical connectors while the mark60 uses a
single wider connector. the mark20 is repairable, but the mark60 is not. removal procedure 1. identify your abs
hydraulic unit. it is a block of volkswagen cabrio - modulemaster - volkswagen cabrio 1998-2002 the cabrio
uses the kelsey hayes mark20. since the abs module is mounted to the bottom of the hydraulic unit, the abs
assembly must be removed as a unit. removal procedure 1. identify your abs hydraulic unit. it is a block of
aluminum with attached pump motor and multiple brake lines connected to it (see diagram, right). 1.9-liter
tdi engine with pump injection - in association with bosch, volkswagen has succeeded in developing a
diesel engine with a solenoid valve controlled pump injection system suitable for use in passenger cars. the
1.9-liter tdi engine with the new pump injection system meets the stringent demands for improved
performance and cleaner emissions. with continuing advances like this one, rebuilding a vw bus engine kent computer - rebuilding a vw bus engine by sg kent 4/12/2017 synopsis: rebuilding a vw bus engine is no
different than rebuilding a beetle, ghia, or t3, or t4 engine other than some of the mechanical parts are
different. a t3 for example uses bellows to bring air to the fan then the engine, while a
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